
TenPoint Crossbow Technolo-
gies, a manufacturer of high
quality crossbows and a recog-

nized leader in crossbow innovation
and technology, is located in the small
rural town of Suffield, Ohio. Suffield
has retained its original small town
appearance in spite of the modern
growth occurring just outside its lim-
its. Inside the manufacturing facility
the employees of TenPoint reflect the
atmosphere found outside of their
building. Friendly and easy-going,
everyone ArrowTrade talked to during
our visit was knowledgeable about
their job, eager to please and demon-
strated an obvious pride in their work
and the product they produced.

In addition to being a leader in
the crossbow industry TenPoint also
has an unusual claim to fame in the
fact that they are the only member of
the archery industry to have three Hall
of Fame members within its ranks. Bill
Bednar, TenPoint co-founder, was
inducted into the National Archery

Hall of Fame in 2007 and that same
year Chuck Jordan, Director of
Business Development was inducted
into the Bowhunters Hall of Fame.
George Gardner, President of
TenPoint made it three for three when
he was inducted into the Archery Hall

of Fame in a ceremony at the 2009 ATA
Show. Bill, Chuck and George have
spent their lives involved in all aspects
of the archery industry as well as
being accomplished competitive
archers and world class hunters. 

“In many ways the history of

TenPoint Sees Crossbows as

The TenPoint Crossbow Technologies manufacturing plant and corporate headquarters
are housed in this 13,000 square-foot facility in the rural Ohio town of Suffield. Right
next door to this facility is the original building that housed the Portage Archery Center
established by Bill Bednar in 1962.

Although Bill Bednar, one of the co-
founders of TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies, is retired he still stops by on
a regular basis to chat and check on the
day to day operation.

George Gardner, President of TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies, is an accom-
plished world-wide hunter who under-
stands the important role the crossbow
plays in the future of hunting.

That friendly voice that many dealers
hear on the other end of the phone when
placing their crossbow orders belongs to
Randy Wood, National Sales Manager for
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.
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TenPoint is based upon and inter-
twined with these Hall of Fame mem-
bers,” said Rick Bednar, TenPoint’s
CEO. “Their combined vision and
years of experience in both archery
and the archery industry have made

TenPoint’s success and quality prod-
uct line possible.”

The crossbow, once illegal in most
states and requiring special handicap
permits in others is now rapidly see-
ing increasing legalization within con-
ventional archery seasons across the
country. The growing popularity of

the crossbow is leaving few without an
opinion. Some dealers feel it is not
true archery and should not be inte-
grated into the regular bow season. A
few feel it will ruin their business
while still others see it as a tremen-
dous selling opportunity. To his credit
Rick Bednar faces all of those con-
cerns head on.

“I think what everyone involved
in the hunting industry and everyone
who loves to hunt needs to realize is
that we are all in this together,” said
Bednar. “Hunting as a sport cannot
afford to lose hunters. Less numbers
afield may seem like a good idea to
some as it means less competition
afield, however less hunters means
less influence politically and socially.
Hunting is ultimately about deer
management. The money generated
by hunters supports wildlife depart-
ments and wildlife scientific research
as well as providing public lands open
to hunting in many areas. If the num-
ber of hunters continues to fall the
influence of the hunter will shrink as
well. With reduced funds to support
wildlife management there is a danger
that in the future we could lose hunt-
ing all together. With that being said
the answer to preserving our hunting
heritage is to ensure hunters have
greater influence and that means
increasing the number of hunters.” 

“With the age of the average
hunter increasing and less young peo-
ple coming into the sport it is only
natural that the number of hunters
will continue to decline,” Bednar con-
tinued. “Part of the solution is to
extend the time an aging hunter will
remain active afield and also make it
easier for young hunters to get into
the sport. The crossbow easily accom-
plishes both of these objectives. The
crossbow is just another weapon with
which to hunt like a muzzleloader,
rifle or bow. Hunters have to start
thinking about working together and

Another Choice for Hunters 
By John Kasun

TenPoint’s manufacturing facility is neat, clean and well organized with careful thought
given to work flow. While each worker is assigned a specific task many are able to fill in
as required to meet changing production needs.

BELOW: Research and Development
Technician Jacob Hout is shown here load-
ing a bow assembly into this in-house
designed testing apparatus. This device
allows TenPoint to conduct repeated firing
tests over an extended period of time
while automatically recording the results.

BELOW: Rosemary Hawks remains
focused on the job of assembling
TenPoint's PowerTouch trigger assembly.
The PowerTouch has a 3.5 pound pull and
is one of the smoothest crossbow triggers
on the market.
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stop trying to divide our ranks. It is in
the best interest of all bowhunters
regardless of choice of stick bow,
recurve, compound or crossbow to
combine forces as one. For hunting to
survive we need to keep our numbers
high so our voice will be strong.” 

Retaining Bowhunters
In support of Bednar’s comments

various independent studies done
across the country and within specific
states indicate the number of hunters,
especially bowhunters, drop as their
age increases. Bowhunting numbers
are more greatly impacted because
shooting a bow is more physically
demanding. When hunters encounter
the physical problems associated with
age their ability to bowhunt is directly
affected. This starts to occur when
hunters reach their late 40’s and early
50’s and increases dramatically from
that point. While we all know people
over the age of 50 or 60 years of age
and beyond that still bowhunt it may
seem at first glance that this data is
incorrect. However it is not the

hunters that you see that should be
focused on; it is the ones you don’t see.
Once hunters drop out of the sport for
any reason they not only disappear
from the woods they also disappear
from your shop.

One of the major concerns voiced
by many archery shops is that cross-
bows will have a negative impact on
overall sales. However this statement
has not been substantiated in states
where the crossbow has been legal for
some time and many shops have
actually experienced an increase in
overall sales as well as the recruitment
of new customers. 

“Many dealers believe that if they
sell a crossbow to a customer they will
never see him again,” said Chuck
Jordan, Director of Business
Development for TenPoint. “That is
simply not true. Crossbows simply
offer another selling opportunity for
the dealer. They will attract people to
bowhunting who may never have
thought about buying a regular bow.
They offer a great opportunity for the
aging hunter who may have been

forced to give up bowhunting due to
physical limitations to keep hunting
for several more years. Crossbows also
help bring younger hunters into the
sport and all of these sales also lead to
additional sales as well. Every one of
these customers is a candidate for
camo, scents, broadheads, treestands,
arrows etc. The list is endless.”

“For many dealers it is the fear of
the unknown,” added Bednar. “When
a dealer sells a customer a crossbow it
is not a once and done sale. You could
actually be creating a lifelong cus-
tomer. It has been our experience that
customers are brand conscious and
often buy up through the brand. While
the first time crossbow buyer is nor-
mally looking for an economical
package in a year or two they are look-
ing to upgrade. Just like guns or com-
pound bows it is not uncommon for a
customer to own several crossbows or
a mixture of vertical bows and cross-
bows.”

“I once knew of an archery shop
in northern Pennsylvania that had a
small barrel sitting beside his

Circle 175 on Response Card
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counter,” laughed Jordan. “In that bar-
rel he had a selection of ‘buck rubs’ he
had cut. He had them priced for a dol-
lar apiece. If you bought a ‘rub’ it came
with a guarantee that if you didn’t
shoot the biggest buck of your life that
season you could return it and get
your money back or pick out another
‘rub’. Everyone got a laugh out of it but
he actually sold quite a few ‘rubs’. One
day I asked him what possessed him
to come up with such a crazy idea and
he replied, ‘I can be almost certain
that anyone who buys a ‘buck rub’ is
going to return to the shop. If he gets a
big buck he will come in to talk about
it and if he doesn’t he will be in to
trade in his ‘rub’. Both ways I get him
back into the shop and that gives me
another opportunity to sell him some-
thing else.’  Crossbows are the same
thing. They give the dealer another
item to offer their present customers
and a way to attract new customers as
well.”  

Dealer’s Experience
Scott King, owner of King’s

Archery Outfitters located in
Louisville, Kentucky had a similar
opinion. “I have been selling cross-
bows since I took the shop over in

Circle 205 on Response Card

RESCUE ONE CDS – Live to Hunt Another Day™

Now you can send your customers into the woods with
confidence knowing that should an unforeseen accident
happen RESCUE ONE 'CDS' will help make sure they come
home alive. 

The RESCUEE ONEE CDS (Controlled
Descent System) - the only
Treestand Safety Harness System
that stops a bone breaking, possibly
fatal fall and then does what no
other Harness System can, allows a
safe, controlled descent all the way
to the ground. 

Rt 1, Box 260 • Keyser, WV 26726
304-298-4343 or www.mountaineer-sports.com

• Super strong, lightweight
Harness System easy to
put on, easy to adjust

• Unique 'CDS' allows safe,
controlled descent to
ground from up to 30 feet

• Super strong, lightweight
nylon Harness System
easy tto put on, easy to
adjust

• Low profile, metal dual
lock safety buckles on leg
straps, flat buckles foor
waist and chest straps   -
no plastic parts   

• Absorbing shock system
lessens shock should a fall
occur

• Easily installs on any tree

• Retains user in upright
position after a fall

• Comes with built inn
Reserve Suspension Relief
Strap, Lineman's Safety
Rope with Prussic Knot,
Treestand Anchor Strap
annd 3 carabineers. 

• Standard Harness Systems
may cause Suspension
Trauma and Death

• Avail. In Realtreee® AP HD,
Mossy Oak Treestand,
ASAT camo & Blaze
Orange Back Cover

Belinda Fox ensures all paper work is cor-
rect as she prepares this order for ship-
ment to an awaiting dealer.
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1996. During those early years I did
not carry them in inventory but
ordered them as needed. As hunting
opportunities for crossbows increased
in Kentucky so did the demand and
soon they were a regular part of my
inventory. Being a full time archery
shop I sell both vertical bows and
crossbows. The crossbow gives me
another opportunity to attract people
to the shop to buy something they
were going to buy somewhere, so why
not from me?  It is interesting to note
that I have had some customers who
have never bowhunted before come
in to buy a crossbow and wound up
buying a vertical bow instead. On the
other hand I have several customers
that own both vertical bows and
crossbows. In my case I do not think
that selling crossbows has hurt my
business in the least but has actually
brought me more business.”

“Life is full of change and burying
your head in the sand will not change
the facts,” added Dave Robb,
TenPoint’s Director of Marketing. “It is
important to separate emotion from
business sense. The dealer who thinks
he can make time stand still by not
selling crossbows is mistaken and his
competition will thank him. Many of
today’s archery dealers are true entre-
preneurs who know how important it
is to take advantage of new opportu-
nities and the crossbow is exactly that,
a great opportunity to attract new cus-
tomers and generate new sales among
existing customers.”  

Forrest Dance, owner of Dance’s
Sporting Goods in Colonial Heights,

Virginia summed it all up when he
told ArrowTrade, “I have been in busi-
ness 34 years but until eight years ago
I did not sell archery equipment. At
that time a good gun customer of
mine who was also an avid bowhunter
was involved in a serious automobile
accident. Several months later his girl-
friend came to me and told me that
due to his injuries he would no longer
be able to pull a bow and wanted to
know if I could order him a crossbow.
I suggested that she go to his old bow
shop and have them help her because
they had more expertise in the
archery line. I was shocked when she
told me she had approached them
and they actually refused to have any-
thing to do with crossbows. To make a
long story short I ordered her a cross-
bow. A short time later while doing
some research I learned about the ris-
ing age of our hunting population and
figured that more and more people
who were avid bowhunters would be
facing physical problems sooner or
later making the crossbow a great way
to keep them in the sport. At that time
I decided to add crossbows to my
inventory and soon found sales taking
off.”

“The one thing I quickly learned
was that while the crossbow was help-
ing extend hunting time for older
hunters it was also bringing younger
hunters into bowhunting as well,”

Dance continued. “But here was the
real surprise. After many of these
young hunters enjoyed some success,
had a few years of experience under
their belts and matured physically
they wanted to increase the bowhunt-
ing challenge by buying a vertical
compound. This shift caused me to
add compound bows plus all the

Circle 115 on Response Card for NAP BloodRunner

Rick Bednar, CEO of TenPoint
Technologies said, “While we are partici-
pants in the crossbow industry we really
see ourselves as participants in the hunt-
ing industry. I think it is important for all
hunters to remember that we are hunters
first and in order to save hunting we need
to care about and support all kinds of
hunting.”

ABOVE: While the crossbow stock and
scope sub-assembly is held in a specially
designed fixture Jenn Joseph adjusts the
scope for dead-on impact at 20 yards. By
making this initial adjustment TenPoint
saves the dealer set-up time and builds
initial confidence in the customer.

LEFT: Yurly Onishkevits is shown here
installing ACUdraw assemblies. The
ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 provide the
user with a quick way to cock his crossbow
yet one which conveniently and quickly
stores on the stock.

TenPoint offers a variety of crossbow and
accessory packages which help the dealer
make a sale. Sue Slone checks to make
sure all the right accessories and proper
paperwork is included.
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New Archery Products TM

www.newarchery.com

It’s a mechanical. It’s a fixed blade. It’s the best of both! 

Spitfire ® accurate, Thunderhead ® strong -
BloodRunner delivers a devastating wound channel 
for maximum hemorrhage and an easy to follow blood trail.

3 Rear Deploying Blades,
100 Grains

� 2-1/4" of total cut
� Blades stay tucked in during 

flight - expand instantly
on contact
� Larger entrance and 

exit holes      than  
popular 2-blade 

mechanicals

Closed

Open

Cuts Big, Kills Fast
BloodRunnerTM
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related archery accessories to our
inventory. While some dealers worry
that the crossbow will kill their busi-
ness in my case exactly the opposite
occurred. Personally I don’t look at us
as bowhunters, crossbow hunters,
rifle hunters or muzzleloader hunters.
We are all just hunters and we need to
support each other and join together.
In my opinion crossbows should be
legal in all states because it helps
increase the number of people
involved in the sport.”

Lessons from History
Bill Bednar, co-founder of

TenPoint, and President George
Gardner have over a century of
archery experience between them
and have seen many growing pains in
the sport. “I wonder how many
archers today remember the PAA
(Professional Archers Association)?”
asked Bednar.  “At one time the PAA
was the premier archery association
but when the release came on the
scene they fought the change by not
allowing the release in competition.

As a result they became irrelevant and
soon lost their membership.”  

“I have seen fights over equip-
ment changes and improvements all
my life,” said Gardner. “I remember
the fuss the stick bow shooters put up
when there was talk about legalizing
the compound bow. Everyone said the
compound was going to destroy
bowhunting. I think it is safe to now
say that if the compound had not
been legalized bowhunting as we now
know it today might not even exist.”

Whatever your opinion the one
thing that is certain is that crossbows
are here to stay and they will play a
role in the future of bowhunting. Years
from now I am sure we will look back
on this time period and ask what all
the fuss was about. With that being
said I think the best thing today’s deal-
er can do is to look forward and learn
how to take advantage of this latest
opportunity to increase sales.

In view of the increased interest in
crossbows and the surge in demand
caused by the recent legalization of
the crossbow in both Michigan and
Pennsylvania, TenPoint responded by
putting TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies University on the road.
The crossbow was legalized in

Michigan on a Thursday and the fol-
lowing Monday TenPoint was hosting
dealer seminars in the state. A team
headed by Barb Terry, TenPoint’s
Customer Relations, Training and
Education Specialist crisscrossed
both Michigan and Pennsylvania dur-
ing the month of April. The goal was to
educate dealers in all aspects of the
crossbow from sales to maintenance
and repair.

Attendees at the all-day classes
ranged from pro shop owners
presently selling a full line of com-
pounds and archery accessories
including crossbows to others who
had never even fired a crossbow
before. TenPoint’s complete line was
on display and dealers had the oppor-
tunity to not only compare models
and features but to also learn about
the differences in regards to assembly
and maintenance. A shooting session
was conducted so everyone could
compare model to model and get
some hands-on experience. The
attendees all agreed that one of the
most interesting and valuable por-
tions of the seminar was the opportu-
nity to break into teams and address
maintenance items including working
on both the ACUdraw and the

Sabrina Simon, Customer
Service Manager for TenPoint,
doesn’t spend all of her time in
the office. Shown below with a
beautiful buck she took on a
2008 crossbow hunt, there can
be no doubt that she knows what
she is talking about. Her son
Casey, age 7, is following in her
footsteps and is shown at left
here with his first buck.

BELOW: Joanna Rolenz, the TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies Controller and Corporate Treasurer,
keeps a firm grip on the purse strings of the Ohio-
based company.
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ACUdraw 50. These are a crank style
and rope style cocking aid, respective-
ly.

As ArrowTrade’s Business Editor I
took advantage of an opportunity to
attend one of these classes and was
quite impressed. I believe everyone
who attended left feeling quite confi-
dent with the knowledge they gained
and their ability to sell, maintain and
service the crossbow. TenPoint does
an excellent job of both customer ser-
vice and dealer support as was evi-
denced by the effort it put into these
dealer seminars. (As a side note,
Parker has also been on the road this
spring with crossbow seminars.)       

TenPoint’s Approach
“At TenPoint our goal is to be a

world class manufacturer producing a
quality product that is user friendly
and technically advanced,” stressed
Rick Bednar. “We offer a premium
brand with leading innovations and
offer customer service second to
none. We are proud to say that all of
our products are designed, manufac-
tured, assembled and marketed in the
USA. The only exception is our optics
which like just about all optics today
are produced off-shore.”

“Our plant in Suffield houses our
corporate offices including our design
and testing team and is used for
assembly, repair, inventory storage
and shipping,” Bednar continued.
“Our component manufacturing is
contracted out to U.S. manufacturers
who specialize in specific processes.
We like to find people who are the
best at what they do allowing us to

focus our time and resources on what
we do best. Most of our manufactur-
ing partners are located within one
hour of our plant allowing us to easily
monitor the process. In the event a
change is required in a component we
can literally sit down with the manu-
facturer on a Friday and have new
parts coming in the door on Monday.
In addition to our main component
manufacturers we also have a list of
qualified back up vendors. This
approach gives us the greatest manu-
facturing flexibility allowing us to
quickly adjust production to meet the
current market demand.”  

TenPoint’s ability to properly pro-
ject company needs in regards to fin-
ished products and components and
the fact that its skilled workforce can
easily be shifted internally as required
allows it to not only meet the needs of
the dealer but to provide unparalleled
customer service as well.

Randy Wood, TenPoint’s National
Sales Manager has a favorite story
about customer service. “It seems a
customer sent his bow back for war-
ranty work via UPS. The day the bow
was received it was repaired and was
returned via UPS the same day. The
next day we got a call from the cus-
tomer saying he was returning the
bow again because it seems as if UPS
had made a mistake and apparently
never delivered the bow to us original-
ly because he had it back already. It

took several minutes to convince him
that if he opened the box he would
find his bow completely repaired and
ready to go. I think that says a lot
about our customer service when our
biggest problem is that we fixed a bow
too quickly,” Wood laughed.

TenPoint is truly a one-stop shop-
ping center when it comes to cross-
bows and crossbow accessories. It
offers the dealer a complete line-up of
designs with progressively more
speed and features as one moves up
through the models. This also pro-
vides a price point structure that
allows the dealer to offer a range of
products that fits his customer’s pre-
sent budget while giving him oppor-
tunities to “move up” in the future. 

TenPoint’s progressive model
structure is an important selling tool
for the dealer. While TenPoint’s most
economical model is designed and
built to the highest quality standards
and is more then adequate to do the
job, by nature people like to think of
moving up in the future regardless of
where they enter the market. Take for
example the top of the line Phantom
XTRA. Selling in the $2,600 dollar
range it is designed for the discrimi-
nating hunter or collector looking for
the best of the best. Granted not
everyone walking through the door is
a candidate for such a bow but it is a
very popular seller. While not every
crossbow customer will someday own

Whatever you’re looking 
for in a bowstring material, 
BCY has a product tailored to 
your needs. See our catalog 
or visit our web site: www.
bcyfi bers.com

There’s a good reason why 
BCY 452X bowstring material 
is supplied as original equipment 
by most major bow manufacturers:
• Absolutely no creep
• Superior stability
• Very good speed and durability
PLUS:
• The widest range of single and
  two color material
• Same day personal service and 
  advice from people who really 
  know archery

The perfect shot
AND the 
perfect bowstring

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
www.bcyfi bers.com • e-mail: bcyray@msn.com

Rely
on

It doesn’t get any 
better than this...

Circle 121 on Response Card

BELOW: The man behind the TenPoint’s
marketing strategy is Dave Robb, Director
of Marketing.
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a Phantom XTRA it is almost certain
that in the future they will be moving
up from their current model.
TenPoint’s line lets them satisfy the
needs and budget they have today
while offering them a model to step-
up to which gives the dealer a future
sales opportunity as well.  

Product Features
TenPoint’s line is divided into the

6 Point Series and the TenPoint Series.
While many of the features are the
same in both series the 6 Point Series
has a more traditional stock design
with a safety-engineered two position
fore-grip that can be adjusted to suit
the shooter. Within the 6 Point Series
are the Pro Slider and the GT Flex both
of which allow the bow assembly to
locate and lock in any of three shoot-
ing positions resulting in a bow with
three different draw weights and
power strokes plus a new center bal-
ance point. This feature is ideal for
multiple shooters within a family or to
match any shooter regardless of age,
sex or physical stature. 

Within the 6 Point Series and the
TenPoint Series are both compound
crossbow and recurve limb cross-
bows. Recurve crossbows are not only
an economical alternative but appeal
to those seeking simplicity and tradi-
tion. TenPoint’s recurve limbs inch per
inch offer one of the most efficient
limb designs on the market with an
energy transfer of approximately 81
percent. New for 2009 is TenPoint’s
Defender-Mag Combo in the 6 Point
Series which consists of one crossbow
complete with two sets of limbs, a set
of compound limbs and a set of
recurve limbs. This combination
allows the user to tailor the bow to his
specific needs. It also gives the desir-
able option of easily packing in an
extra set of limbs on a remote hunt if
desired ensuring a breakdown does
not ruin the hunt of a lifetime. 

The TenPoint Series features a
thumb-hole stock and a patented
Grip Safety on four of its models. The
Grip Safety is a secondary safety built
into the forearm that works in con-
junction with the automatic safety
built into the receiver. The automatic
safety must be released and the Grip
Safety depressed for the crossbow to

fire. This added safety fea-
ture is designed to ensure
the shooter’s fingers are
kept safely out of the path
of the string travel.

The TenPoint Series
feature an Acra-Angle  bar-
rel while the 6 Point Series
uses an UL Triloc barrel.
Both barrels are designed
to allow the shooter to pull
the bow string back while
guiding their index fingers
along the sides of the bar-
rel guaranteeing accurate
loading which is essential
to downrange accuracy.
The flight decks on both
barrels are machine fin-
ished for unsurpassed
dimensional integrity
insuring accurate,  repeat-
able arrow flight. 

All TenPoint and 6
Point series crossbows are
equipped with a patented
3.5 pound PowerTouch
trigger and ambidextrous
safety. Three different
designs allow the proper
trigger assembly to be
matched-up with the phys-
ical characteristics of the
model that uses them. All
models across the line also
incorporate a Dry-Fire-
Inhibitor which prevents
the dry-firing of the bow
without an arrow on the
flight deck. This ensures
the shooter’s safety as well
as preventing unnecessary
damage to the bow.

While all models can be cocked by
hand or with a rope cocking device all
models can also be ordered or retrofit-
ted with either a built-in ACUdraw or
an ACUdraw 50 cocking device. The
ACUdraw is a mechanical cocking
device that requires only five pounds
of force to cock a crossbow of any
weight while the ACUdraw 50 reduces
the force needed to cock any cross-
bow by 50 percent of its draw weight.
Both lightweight mechanisms retract
and store out of the way in a housing
on the stock for maximum conve-
nience and ease of use. 

TenPoint’s Cam Stability Bushings

provide an ultra-stable sleeve to sup-
port and stabilize the axles and elimi-
nate wheel lean during the cocking
phase. They also establish precise
string tension on the barrel surface to
promote accurate arrow flight and
reduce serving wear.

The TenPoint series features
Vibra-Cush limb to barrel mounting
system for noise reduction and a solid
fit. The OTT (over the top) limb-pock-
et uses the Zytel polymer to “lift and
separate” the limb suspension system
ensuring proper limb alignment.
(This feature is not used on the GT
Curve.)  The 6 Point Series uses a

18

Introduced in 2007, the
compact Phantom CLS
gained a great deal of
attention and helped
TenPoint stand out as one of
the brands ushering in the
next generation of cross-
bow technology.

The Defender CLS, new 
for 2009, is moderately 
priced offering a lethal 
combination of pinpoint 
accuracy, speed and comfort. The Defender shown here
features the ACCUdraw 50. It is also available with the
crank-style ACCUdraw.

For 2009 the Titan 
HLX is a faster,
performance-
enhanced version of TenPoint’s longstanding
workhorse, the Titan.
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Complete-Capture limb-pocket isola-
tion system for solid and accurate
limb mounting.

TenPoint offers its Compact Limb
System (CLS) on the Phantom XTRA,
Phantom CLS and the Shadow CLS in
its TenPoint Series and the Defender
CLS in the 6 Point Series. The CLS is
only 17.5 inches axle-to-axle when
cocked providing a compact profile
for maximum maneuverability under
the most difficult hunting conditions.

“Many at TenPoint have been
dealers in the past, worked as manu-
facturer representatives or within the
archery industry in some capacity,”
Rick Bednar said. “That experience
allows us to understand the needs of
the dealer and what we need to do to
make the dealer’s job easier. Time is
money and we do everything we can
to save the dealer time which puts
extra money in his pocket.”  

Completing the Sale
TenPoint offers its cross-

bows as bows only or in com-
plete packages making it easy
for the dealer to both control
his inventory and make a sale
in a minimum amount of
time. Packages and included

accessories vary according to the
model selected again offering the
dealer various price points with which
to match his customers budget. For
added convenience all bows are pre-
sighted in to 20 yards allowing the
user to be “on the target” right out of
the box saving the dealer set-up time
and guaranteeing a happy customer
with the first shot.

Just as with a vertical bow acces-
sory items for crossbows provide
excellent add-on sales opportunities.
TenPoint has carried its passion for
product quality and innovation to its
accessory line. In its accessory line it
has taken a split approach by selecting
items from other manufacturers that
meet TenPoint’s rigorous quality stan-
dards as well as designing other acces-
sories from the ground up. When it
comes to broadheads TenPoint rec-
ommends the Spitfires and
Thunderheads by New Archery
Products which are included in cross-
bow packages and offered as accesso-
ry items as well. 

A series of string, rail and trigger
lubes plus complete maintenance kits
including optic lens cleaners are avail-
able. High quality and comfortable to
use slings by Quake Industries are a
natural add-on sale for any crossbow
owner. Hard and soft cases that help
the hunter keep organized as well as
protect their equipment are also avail-
able. 

The accessory line includes sever-
al items designed by TenPoint specifi-
cally for use with TenPoint’s cross-
bows but which can in some cases be
used with other brands. The four
arrow Instant Detach HX quiver
weighs in at a mere 6 ounces empty. It
can be used either right or left handed
and is loaded with special features
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NOW IN GREEN!
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Mike Shaffer, Engineering
Manager, is constantly tweaking
component designs to improve
quality and reduce cost.

The Steddy-Eddy is a telescoping two-
section monopod that is perfect for shoot-
ing from a treestand or ground blind while
sitting or standing. Designed to fit
TenPoint crossbows they can be fitted to
some other manufacturer’s models.
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such as a built in hook for hanging in
a treestand and molded raised nubs
that protect the fletching if the cross-
bow is laid on the ground. Another
great item is the Steddy-Eddy tele-
scoping monopod that insures a solid
rest when shooting from any position
in either a treestand or ground blind
as well as when still hunting. A variety
of optics proportioned for use with
the crossbow includes both zero-
power multi-dot and multiple-lined
3X powered scopes. The 3X Pro View
model offers both green and red illu-
minated reticles with varying intensi-
ty levels, which may just be the ticket
for the significant portion of male
hunters with some color blindness.

Conclusion
The crossbow is establishing itself

across the country as another option
for bowhunters. While some mixed
feelings may remain among dealers
and individual bowhunters personally
I view it as simply another choice. I
own and have taken deer with a stick
bow shooting instinctively with wood-

en arrows. I have harvested deer using
a recurve with aluminum arrows.
Today I hunt with compounds with
carbon arrows as well as with a cross-
bow. All of those weapons hang on my
wall and I simply view them as a
choice depending upon the condi-
tions in which I hunt and my mood at
the time. Presently I can use them all
with equal proficiency but I am sure
there will come a day when physical
conditions may limit that choice and I
am grateful to know that the crossbow
may enable me to continue to hunt a
little longer.

On the flip side I have a nephew
who although of legal age to hunt is
too small in stature to handle a verti-
cal bow of sufficient strength to
bowhunt. In his case the crossbow will
allow him and his father to enjoy time
afield by allowing him to use a
weapon with which he can humanely
hunt. There is no doubt in my mind
that as he matures he will give the ver-
tical bow a try. In either case the cross-
bow is giving us the opportunity to
retain existing hunters while attract-

ing new hunters to our ranks. While
some argue that the crossbow will
destroy bowhunting I truly believe the
real danger to bowhunting is to allow
our numbers to shrink. That’s particu-
larly true today with an national
administration less supportive of the
shooting sports than a previous one.
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Step 2:
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Barb Terry (right) and Chuck Jordan
teamed up to conduct TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies University dealer seminars
across both Pennsylvania and Michigan.
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I have lived through fights within
the archery ranks over such subjects
as legalizing the compound, releases,
carbon arrows. Believe it or not I was
even shooting a bow way back when
there were arguments over allowing
bow sights. All of these items were
going to destroy bowhunting as we
knew it according to those that
opposed these changes. I think the
same thing is true in the case of the
crossbow where the arguments are
primarily based on emotion and not
on fact. 

For information on TenPoint
Technologies line of crossbows and
accessories check out www.tenpoint-
crossbows.com or phone the Ohio
firm at (330) 628-9245.   

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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Step 3:
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Dealers got
a chance to
get some
hands on
shooting
experience at
TenPoint’s
recent dealer
seminars
designed to
prepare
them for the
growing
interest in
crossbow
hunting.

This photo taken at a
recent TenPoint
Crossbow Technologies
University dealer semi-
nar shows instructors
and a partial group of
attendees. The seminars
were well organized and
conducted providing
those that attended
valuable hands-on expe-
rience in both selling
and maintaining cross-
bows.
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